HPBA 401-Section1
Forged Architectural Iron VII

Course Outline
The overall objective of this course is to design, draw and build a curved stair panel using scrollwork. Curved panels introduce the third dimension to ironwork; used in railings and balconies, the curved panel opens many new possibilities for the blacksmith. Research will begin to formulate a senior project for OI 402. New topics include mounting and installation methods, interfacing with architect, designer, builder teams, adapting historic design for modern application, and how components from different styles work together. The student should use their inventory of skills learned in previous years to fully realize a curved panel.

I. Design problems in curved stair panels
   Objective: Student must draw a curved panel, and demonstrate how an iron element is curved to fit a radius.

   A. Transforming straight design to curved
   B. Design considerations for tight curves
   C. Techniques and devices for curving elements 


II. Building the curved stair panel
    Objective: Student must design and build a curved stair panel.
   A. Design and draw the proposed panel
   B. Fabricate fixtures and jigs to aid construction
   C. Build framework, check for accuracy
   D. Build and install scrollwork, decorations
   E.  Install handrail, newel, apply finish





Course Requirements:  Successful completion of this course requires focus, planning, and steady work to complete a complex curved railing during the semester. It will be the largest, most demanding and intensive project to this point. All the skills acquired up to this point will be used to complete this project. Each team must complete a curved railing.

Grading:  There will be four graded components of the course, prorated according to the amount of time devoted to each:

Ironwork, drawing       50%
Documentation            25%
Written tests                 25%



Late Work:  Late work will be one or more grades lower than similar work completed on time, depending on the degree of lateness. 

Makeup Work: A student has the option to make up work from a class if the student has fallen behind as a result of an excused absence. Students are responsible for all material presented during their absence. Faculty members are encouraged to provide opportunities for students to make up examinations and other work missed because of an excused absence. Faculty may assign a temporary grade of incomplete “I” to a student when illness, necessary absence, or other reasons beyond the control of the student prevent completion of course requirements by the end of the semester. This grade may not be given as a substitute for a failing grade. A grade of “I” must be removed by the instructor who gave it or by the department chairperson. If the unfinished work is not completed and the “I” grade is not removed within one calendar year of the assignment of the “I”, the grade shall be converted to an “F” (failure). Students who receive an incomplete grade in a course must not reregister for the course in order to remove the “I”.




Grades Posting:  Grades will be distributed confidentially to each student at the end of each major section of the course.  Students who have questions or disputes about grades are required to contact the professor within one week of receipt, after which grades will be final.

Project documentation:  All students will be expected to keep a record of all projects undertaken and hand in a final booklet showing the development of the course. This should be included in the portfolio for the semester. A comprehensive portfolio system will be used for assessment. The portfolio uses a combination of the types of portfolios: documentation (or working), process, and showcase portfolio  – to assist students  in creating comprehensive portfolios for their tenure at the College .  
Comprehensive portfolios are used to represent student competencies to summer  
apprenticeship sponsors, assess institutional effectiveness, showcase completion of degree requirements, and assist graduates in obtaining employment  in their chosen trades.

Attendance and Tardiness: 
Students are expected to attend each scheduled class and to arrive on time. Absences and tardiness will become a part of the student’s record.

Social Honor Code:  The Social Honor Code represents the shared  values and expectations that support the development of the individuals and the
 group. This sentiment is especially true for an academic community where  freedom of expression with civility is necessary for developing critical thinking,
excellence in artisanship, and personal beliefs. Each student is responsible  for acting in a manner that does not negatively influence others, and
demonstrates support and respect for all members of the community.



Excused Absences
Excused absences include being absent due to illness, jury duty, death of an immediate family member (second degree), court summons, religious reasons, required military duty or a scheduled job interview. Students have an obligation to inform their course instructors, in advance, of the days on which they will be absent.





Unexcused Absences
A student may be dropped from any course in which the number of his/her excused or unexcused absences exceeds 5 total classes in the semester. This will result in a grade of “F” on the student’s record. Students with a high number of excused absences are encouraged to withdraw from a class. A "W" grade is recommended in such cases.




Grading and Minimum Scores Required
The evaluation of a student’s work is presented in two forms: a written statement and a letter grade. Instructors write a brief summary describing and analyzing the performance in a particular course and assign a letter grade. Grade point average (GPA) is calculated by multiplying the credits of each course by the grade points and totaling the points earned for all courses and dividing the total points by the total number of credits.

The equivalent grade-point score of each letter grade is as follows.

 A 	4.00
A- 	3.70
B+ 	3.30
B 	3.00
B- 	2.70
C+ 	2.30
C 	2.00
C- 	1.70
D+ 	1.30
D 	1.00
F 	0.00 Failure
I 	Incomplete
AU 	Audit
W 	Course Withdrawn

